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Smart Post Sound Records ADR
on Location with Voice Over There
Mobile Sound Stage
Mobile ADR Trailer Goes on Location for Episode of "Bones" to Record
Just-in-Time ADR

JUNE 03,  2009  --
DMN Newswire--2009-6-3--Smart Post Sound, a leading sound post facility in Burbank, CA,
engaged the mobile ADR trailer from Voice Over There to record urgently needed additional
dialog for an episode of the popular Fox TV series "Bones." Voice Over There placed its
soundproof trailer at the "Bones" base camp 30 miles east of Los Angeles, recorded the needed
lines with lead actor David Boreanaz, then sent the audio files via FTP back to Smart Post Sound
for the final mix. 
"The Voice Over There trailer made it possible for us get the essential lines of dialog in time for
the final mix," said Joe Melody, president of Smart Post Sound. "We've used Voice Over
There for several episodes of "Bones" when they're on location and the actors can't
get into an ADR stage. The trailer allows us to expand the reach and convenience of our sound
services."

David Jeffery, co-producer for "Bones," notes not only the convenience of location ADR but also
the quality of the sound recording provided by the compact trailer. "Voice Over There is an
invaluable and timesaving service for our postproduction," said Jeffery. "All the recording we've
done in the trailer blends very nicely with our mix on the stage."

Ryan Young, sound engineer for Voice Over There, used a Sennheiser MKH60 to match the
microphone used on set, as well as a Sanken COS11 lavalier and recorded each to separate
tracks in Protools. Young then used the trailer's wireless Internet to upload the Protools
session to an FTP site for download to the mix stage.

In addition to "Bones," Voice Over There has completed over 60 ADR sessions on location for
primetime series "Starter Wife," "United States of Tara," "Privileged," "Kath and Kim,"
"Leverage," "My Own Worst Enemy," "Zeke and Luther" and "My Boys."

The compact VOT trailer, designed by veteran television Director/Technical Director, Amir
Soleimani, is independently powered by a Honda Whisper generator and air conditioned by a dual
zone Fujitsu 18,000 BTU HVAC unit. Fully soundproofed up to 
-50dB, the VOT trailer is outfitted with digital sound recording, processing, and transmission
technology including Pro Tools, Telos Xstream, Verizon wireless Internet, and top-of-the-line
microphones.

"The difficulty of scheduling dialog pickups inspired the creation of Voice Over There," explains
Soleimani. "I wanted to find a convenient, cost-conscious way of accommodating talent in and
around Southern California, whether they are at home, on set, or on location. With the VOT
trailer, recording sound bytes and making them immediately accessible to post and production
companies worldwide, has become a highly-efficient, one-stop process."

About Smart Post Sound

Smart Post Sound is both the oldest and youngest post production sound company in Hollywood.
Formed more than four decades ago as Echo Sound Services, SPS brings a high level of
experience coupled with the energy and excitement that accompanies a brand new organization.

Housed in two facilities with a total of 20,000 square feet, Smart Post Sound provides complete
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Housed in two facilities with a total of 20,000 square feet, Smart Post Sound provides complete
packages including sound design, ADR, Foley, and mixing for 300 hours of television and feature
film production each year. With 13 Emmys, 35 Golden Reels, and dozens of nominations, there is
no sound company that has received more recognition for quality.

About Voice Over There

Voice Over There, Inc. is the manufacturer of the premier Voice Over There (VOT) ADR trailer
and voice over recording studio. The VOT trailer is designed to provide studio quality sound on
location for feature films and television series for the recording of ADR, voice over, DVD
commentary, foreign language dubbing and live event coverage. See www.voiceoverthere.com
for additional information.
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Professional Broadcast Spreader w/ Heavy Duty Axle 
By Earthway, start from $ 259.99

JVC Professional 20-Inch Broadcast Studio Monitor with Built-in HD-SDI 
By JVC, start from $ 1999.95

RC-OB Rain Cover - for Outdoor Broadcast Operations 
By Pro Set, start from $ 300.00

CC-HD1 Quick-Draw Professional Camcorder Case - for Ikegami, JVC, Panasonic, Sony
or Similar size Professional or Broadcast Camcorders with Accessories 

By Porta Brace, start from $ 339.95
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